“

The City of the heart
knows the place from which you start,
Knows the breath that you first drew
Knows the puzzle, that is you.
The City of the mind
Knows how you are inclined
To forget its vital beat
And the measure of each street;
But the City of the soul
knows you deeply, on the whole.
Is the mirror for the face
That you never can replace.

”
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Dear Dirty Dublin — Song for all those who lived, left and who look back with fondness.
‘The Planter’s Daughter’ — My song setting (with additional verse) of Austin Clarke’s great poem.
Laneways and Alleys — A song for the long and lasting childhood.
Myles Joyce of Mám Trasna — Song for a wronged man, hung for a crime he did not commit.
Pinochet Came From the Sea — A song for Chile and her people.
Stardust — In memory and in solidarity with the victims and families of the Stardust Disaster, Dublin.
Felipe Gómez Alonso — Song for a lost child under Trump's ICE border camp.
Liffeyside — Song dedicated to the late Vinnie Caprani, and for the city of my birth, where I got my rearing.
Jemmy Gunnery — Song for a Dublin hero who rescued children from abuse in religious institutions.
Behold Me Now — A song for Kate McDonald’s lovely picture of an old tree that in time will be felled.
You Are — A song, that we be blessed in the light of love and hope.
I Will Go Down to the River — ‘That we may be blent and healed in the primal spirit of pure water’.
These Finite Days — A song for all our days.
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Background
These songs have been in gestation over the years and it is only now that I have taken the opportunity to record

them on CD. Late, but in earnest, you might say — and before the voice is beyond use. I have chosen them, from
the many I have written, because they represent, to me, something of my social justice
and ecological, environmental concerns.
I have written hundreds of songs and arranged song settings of the works of
W.B. Yeats, James Stephens, Austin Clarke, Winnifred Mary Letts, John M. Synge,
Robin Flower (Bláithín), Eva Gore-Booth and Moira O'Neill — among many others. I have included one song on this
CD which is my song settings of — Track 2, Austin Clarke's “The Planter's Daughter”, a poem that has always been
important to me: enigmatic and beautiful; speaking to the historical confiscations of Ireland and the eventual
mergings of the resultant peoples.
Frank Callery is an award-winning poet, editor, songwriter, journalist and historian, who revels in the words and
music of his heritage and tradition. A Dubliner, he has lived in Co. Kilkenny for the past 25 years. He has written
three Song Collections of a comic and satirical nature: “A Tundish of Trumpery”; “40 Songs of a Comic, Bent”; and
“The Songs of Brexit & Other Political Failures!” He has also edited and reissued as an E-Book “An Historical Enquiry
Respecting the Performance on the Harp in The Highlands of Scotland” under his imprint O'Mega Publications.
All Available on Apple Books.

Contact: EMAIL: f.callery@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.frankcallerysongs.com

1. — Dear Dirty Dublin
It was down by the markets I heard an ould song —
A balladeer’s voice, above the loud throng —
He sang of his city, a place I loved too!
It was ‘Dear Dirty Dublin’, and he made her look new.
I knew her great streets, her squalor, her people,
And each landmark place, each spire and each steeple;
The rain-sodden walls of each lost tenement —
Where food it was scarce, and the rent, mostly spent!
Chorus
“Ah! Me Dear Dirty Dublin” the balladeer sang,
While round the Ball Alley, Saint Michan’s bell rang
Its chimes to the streets by the green Liffey’s side —
His love for his city he just couldn’t hide.
There are places we love, and places we leave;
There are fond, happy times for which we might grieve,
And memory, she stores that bright gold in her breast:
The city, the home — the place you loved best.
Chorus
But no matter the distance, none I’ve loved more
Than the Liffey-side streets and her laughter, her lore,

The place of my childhood, my own native home —
Ah! Dublin, you’re nearer the further I roam.
I’ve rambled the world and I’ve seen the great places,
The wealth and the riches, all poverty’s faces;
And I thought of old Dublin, her broken-down charm,
Like a sweet Mott out strolling, her chap on her arm.
She’s Rosie of Moore Street, she’s Molly Malone,
She’s brave Rosie Hackett — all women I’ve known;
And here at this distance, I keep her in mind,
‘My Dear Dirty Dublin’, that I left behind.
Chorus
But no matter the distance, none I’ve loved more
Than the Liffey-side streets and her laughter, her lore,
The place of my childhood, my own native home —
Ah! Dublin, you’re nearer the further I roam.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Banjo, Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

2. — The Planter's Daughter
This is my song setting of Austin Clarke’s great poem ‘The Planter’s
Daughter’. I remember saying to his late son, Dardis, when we
were both involved in Poetry Ireland and The National Union of
Journalists, that I saw it as a song and would love to set it as such.
Being a brief two stanzas, I inserted a chorus verse to give it a
song’s length. I hope I have honoured the original.

When night stirred at sea,
And the fire brought a crowd in
They say that her beauty
Was music in mouth
And few in the candlelight
Thought her too proud,
For the house of the planter
Is known by the trees.
Chorus
Stars lit her breathing,
The hills of the ocean;
The gold of their light
A thread of her cloak;

The choir on the black strand,
The voice of her asking,
No yolk without shells
No fire without smoke.
As a bell that is rung
Or a wonder told shyly
And Oh! she was the Sunday
In every week in every week.
She was the Sunday in every week.
Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

3. — Laneways and Alleys
A song in memory of those laneways and alleys of Dublin
where the wonder of trades and occupations fascinated and
frightened me as a child. I often wander them again, reliving
their smells and their wonder.

Laneways and alleys they ran through my childhood;
The dark of the night brought their shadows and scare.
But in daylight I wandered their length and I marvelled
At the wonder their gateways held for me there.
Chorus
There’s a pig in the sty,
There’s a horse in the stable;
French polish and chamois
That lacquer the air.
And the smell of the swill,
Or the oats in the stable
Come to me today
When my nostrils flare.

From the heart of my city the laneways are calling:
Come wander our cobbles, our mysteries try!
Hear how we echo, like centuries calling?
Though the dark of your sleep the Alleys will cry.
Chorus
There’s a pig in the sty,
There’s a horse in the stable;
French polish and chamois
That lacquer the air.
And the smell of the swill,
Or the oats from the stable
Come to me today
When my nostrils flare.
Laneways and alleys,
Laneways and alleys,
Laneways and alleys —
Ah! Nothing compares!
Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

4. — Myles Joyce of Mám Trasna — Maolra Seoighe
Even though the British authorities knew he was innocent, Myles, a
father of five young children, was hung in Galway Gaol on December
15th, 1882, for murders he did not commit. Despite efforts to seek a
pardon for him, the British refused — to this day. He was pardoned
by President Michael D. Higgins in April 2018. His final cry before
death was: "Tá mé ag dul. Cén fáth…” — “I am going (to die) for
what reason?” —

Between what was said and the silence
You were stood in your heritage apart.
To answer for murder and violence —
You were doomed from the very start.
Taken and bound by blind justice —
And no one to plead for you life —
An innocent man, “Can’t they see it”?
With five kids and an innocent wife.
Chorus
Bewildered and stunned in that dock where you stood
In a court that was alien and grim
When all you could whisper, all you could think
Was: “Ní thuigim, níl fhois agam!”

At sentence of death —
none the wiser,
You hear the black words
but don’t know
That for a lie, as a scapegoat,
To the gallows you will go.
In the damp of a cell you are sinking,
And your loved ones so far from this place.
Of the wilds of Maumtrasna, you’re thinking,
And there’s sorrow and death in your face.
Chorus
Bewildered and stunned in that dock where you stood
In a court that was alien and grim
When all you could whisper, all you could think
Was: “Ní thuigim, níl fhois agam!”
On December 15th in a cold Galway Gaol
Your cry before death was aloud:
"Tá mé ag dul. Cén fáth…”
All you got was rope, coffin and shroud.
— All you got was Rope, Coffin and Shroud.
Paul Grant — Guitars, Keyboards and human whistle.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

5. — Pinochet Came from the Sea
A song for Chile. The title and first line is my twisting of Chilean
novelist Isabel Allende’s opening line from her novel “The House
of the Spirits” — ‘Barrabás came to us by sea’). I see that mist
as a place where the past and the present must search for the
shell of absolution, and abhor the evil that so easily befalls.
Pinochet came from the sea,
A dark and poisonous mist;
He laid his weight on top of me,
My fragile cheek he kissed.
And down the rack of my curved spine
I felt the pain for years,
The cries of my dead and dying,
The oceans of their tears.
He quietened Victor Jara’s song,
Whose broken hands were Christ-like then,
A silenced song — but not for long!
A thousand guitars played again!
And to my streets the children bring —
The streets, the maimed remember —
The song of their future that they sing
For my lost and sad September.

Chorus
Who, then, would choose Barrabás,
The dog of grief and war?
Who, the mist of hate and greed,
Who, the twisted laws?
And who would see me raped again,
Sold for the basest coin?
By a junta that could only gain
From cold and brutal crimes.
Pinochet came from the sea
The dog of war and death,
I bear the scars he gave to me;
My people bear them yet.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

6. — Stardust
In memory of and in solidarity with all those lost in and
bereaved by the Stardust Tragedy on St. Valentine’s Day, 13th.
February, 1981; and who are still seeking Justice and
recompense for their tragic loss.
Each Sunday in the graveyard
Fresh flowers, with tears are wet,
For the precious ones they laid there,
The ones they can't forget.
And their prayers they fall like teardrops
In the scald of pain and grief
From that fire that took their young ones
With the cruel hand of a thief.
Chorus
They were young and they were beautiful,
They were handsome, they were wild:
A father's spitting image,
A mother's mirrored child,
Whom they call in every moment —
Each loved, remembered name,
Who were lost to them that Valentine's
And no one yet to blame.

Time is endless for them,
The sad years go so slow,
They’re still searching for the answers
But no one seems to know.
For truth, and Justice hidden,
No closure yet can flow
Till there’s Justice for the loved ones
They lost those years ago.
Chorus
They were young and they were beautiful,
They were handsome, they were wild:
A father's spitting image,
A mother's mirrored child,
Whom they call in every moment —
Each loved, remembered name,
Who were lost to them that Valentine's
And no one yet to blame.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

7. — Felipe Gómez Alonso
This is my song in memory of Felipe Gómez Alonso, an 8-yearold Guatemalan boy who died in an US ICE Camp when he
travelled from his poverty-stricken home with his father, to
find a better life in the USA. I raised some money from this
song which the good Franciscans at the Friary in Clonmel
brought to Guatemala to get it to his bereaved mother and
to help others on that perilous road to the USA.
Felipe Gómez Alonso
They’ve brought your small body back
From that distant land where young hope died
In a wire cage, you couldn’t hack.
You never saw the Presidential tweet
Nor that you’d made the news,
In the land of milk and honey
Where your small hope was abused.
And now in poor Guatemalan clay
You lie beneath the stars
Of poverty and longing
That blights all hope, and mars
The good life that they long for
In the land of heart’s desire,
Where your Papá took you, seeking,
Where your small breath would expire.

Chorus
Felipe Gómez Alonso, do the angels hold you now
In the comfort of their white wings, are you saved, O tell us how?
When you took that fateful journey to the land they’ve wrapped in steel.
Tell us now, Felipe, tell what you feel!
There are white bones on the desert,
There are cries behind the wire;
There are thousands who have missed the bus
To the land of heart’s desire.
Where Felipe and his Papá
Saw a new, bright smiling sun
Shining on the steel wire —
And their pain had just begun.
Chorus
Felipe Gómez Alonso, are our tears of no avail?
How can we make it worse? How can we better fail
All the thousands who are moving towards the land now wrapped in steel?
Tell us now Felipe, tell us what you feel!
O tell us now, Felipe, tell us what you feel!

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Suzanne Rowe — Accordion.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

8. — Liffeyside
For the late Vinnie Caprani, a great friend, and Dub by heart
— A song written for the Frank Harte Festival 2020, having
listened to a recording of Vinnie and Frank, Jerry O’Reilly,
Barry Gleeson, The late Manus O’Riordan, et al, at An Clé Club
— one of Frank’s last public performances.
By Liffeyside I got my rearing
And through those streets I went careering,
down the long dark lanes of sorrow
And saw the past of each tomorrow.
Pauper children, Magdalene prison,
Citadel of pain, derision,
Loved and bartered, whored and sold —
By the best, your story told.
Chorus
O city waken like a flower,
Hold my heart, and hold your hour,
And sing your ancient song of pain
To give me back my voice again.
I see you ragged, broken now,
Each gombeen’s profit, Holy Cow,
Who scarred your face with jagged steel:
The architects who could not feel.

Where rack-rent bankers make a packet,
Upheld by law, each twisted racket;
They tarnished every old, long street,
Parnell, Thomas, Grafton, Meath.
By Liffeyside so many faltered,
And those streets are ravished, altered;
They bred the sinner and the saint,
Who love you yet, without complaint.
Of you I sing, O dark, dark flower,
Who held your children in your power.
O’Casey, Behan, wrote your name
And in my mind I do the same.
Chorus
O City of my birth come hold me,
With your ancient charms enfold me;
Make the absent heart more fond,
Who left to see the world beyond.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

9. — Jemmy Gunnery
But Jesus said, ‘Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto
me: for of such is the kingdom of heaven.’ — Matthew 19:14.KJV. — For
Terry Fagan, in memory of Jemmy Gunnery who rescued boys from
hellhole institutions; and the women who made a difference in the lives
of poor Dublin children.
In the Hellholes of religious where each child was just a thing
And their cries filled empty corridors though which their pain would
ring;
One Angel came to rescue them the broken and the maimed,
For he knew the evil of each place, the burden of their shame.
For the merest thing, their sentence was a life of tears and pain
In the state’s incarceration where for years they would remain;
The playthings of religious, who ruined their little lives,
Till that Angel came to rescue them and taught them to survive.

Chorus
Every city needs its Angel, every child needs to be saved
From the harm that might befall them, from the evil and depraved.
Well my city had its Angel Oh! A hero still, to me,
A docker with a heart of gold, called Jemmy Gunnery.
They were crying in the darkness ar from family and home,
In Letterfrack or Ferryhouse or over in Artane;
“Suffer little children” — how it wasn’t meant to be!
But that Angel called to save them and his name was Gunnery.
Chorus
Every city needs its Angel, every child needs to be saved
From the harm that might befall them, from the evil and depraved.
Well my city had its Angel, a hero still to me,
A docker with a heart of gold, called Jemmy Gunnery.
Yeah, an Angel with a heart of gold, called Jemmy Gunnery.
Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

10. — Behold Me Now
A song for Kate McDonald’s lovely picture of an old tree, once
carved by lovers, whose names and arrow-pierced heart had
been cured over by the bark; and which in time will be felled.
Behold me now, the face of all time,
Cragged and wrapped in the skin of the ages;
I am the rhythm, the reason, the rhyme,
That moves through your mind — a book of old pages.
Here I have stood as the heavens moved past,
The moon and the stars has shone on my face;
And the shadows of Twilight, their web fingers cast —
I am the constant, that marks the one place.
Chorus
Behold me, for soon the cutters will come,
Measure my height, envy my girth,
Cut my great branches where each breeze has swung,
Shatter my peace and bring me to earth.

Stand and regard the bark where love carved
The names and the arrow that pierced a heart’s core;
So long ago that my bark has now scarfed
The names that the eye can’t see any more.
Chorus
Behold me, for soon the cutters will come,
Measure my height, envy my girth,
Cut my great branches where each breeze has swung,
Shatter my peace and bring me to earth.
And the shadows of twilight have no place to rest;
The moon and the stars will know I am felled;
The faint lovers’ names — the face that impressed,
Will be lost with the tree that you once beheld.
Will be lost with the tree that you once beheld.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

11. — You Are
A song for those who might need, or who wish to sing it. May
we be blessed in the light of love and hope.
You are the light that shines in me
You are the soul I long to be
You are my night, you are my day,
You are the words I cannot say.

You are the thoughts that fill my days
You are the light beyond the haze
You guide me when I’ve lost my way,
You are the prayer, I try to pray.

You are my moon, you are my sun,
You are the planet that has spun
Through all the heavens of my soul;
You are the thing that makes me whole.

Chorus
And here I sit, and think of you
The moments of a life, the light retreating.
I hear you say, “My love was true,
To that last kiss, from that first meeting”.

Chorus
You said, “My love, I’d never leave you,
Although our time is brief and fleeting.
My love for you was pure and true,
To that last kiss, from that first meeting”.

You are the light that shines in me.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

P1. — I Will Go Down To The River
This is my song to celebrate and bless the rivers that have run
through my life and thoughts: The Liffey; The clear streamlet
of Fhionnghlas; The Tolka, The Lingaun, The Suir, The Nore; An
tSuláin, at Béal Átha an Ghaorthaidh, and the font of The Lee
at Gougane Barra. They have watered my imagination with
their eternal song and the gifts of their winter fullness.
I will go down to the river,
I will wash my hands of pain;
I will cup the water to me,
And know that Peace, again.
I will hear the ripples pass me,
As it journeys to the sea;
And the moonlight on the river
Will touch the light in me.
It will sing and show its sparkle;
I will hold it in my heart,
For I know the mountain of its birth,
I know the place it starts.
And the willow, where it’s weeping,
As it dips its slim green leaves,
Knows the story of the river,
And in its truth believes.

Chorus
It’s the element of Love.
It’s the one thing that we need —
But the clear and light-filled water
Can be sullied by pure greed!
It’s the essence of our being.
It’s the thing that makes us whole.
For the river is the fountain,
Oh! the fountain of each soul.
I will go down to the river.
I will stand and hear it sing
In the moonlight, in the shadows,
I will know the gift it brings.
I will feel it wash about me,
Running through my soul, my being,
For the spirit of the water
Is the only one I’ve seen.
Oh! the spirit of the water
Is the only one I’ve seen.
Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.

13. — These Finite Days
Time will wait for no one, though we plead.
These finite days are what it gives, no more.
No plea, no tears will get it to concede
One minute past the closing of the door.
And though we’ve blessed, and loved each cherished friend;
There is no get-out clause, no late reprieve;
From the sudden moments that announce the end —
The sigh that says, I know, it’s time to leave.
Chorus
What was time? A moment in the wind
That blew across the page and turned it then,
The story cut — the dimming of the mind —
Sad memories that turn that page again.
And all we’ve done, accomplished, makes our name:
The little, or the much we had to share;
Time takes no regard, each one’s the same,
It does not judge, nor question, nor compare.

Chorus
What was time? A moment in the wind,
That blew across the page and turned it then;
The story cut — the dimming of the mind —
Sad memories that turn that page again.
So we say Goodbye! So Long! Adieu!
For no one knows the destiny, the place?
We cherish still the loved ones that we knew,
Remember still the features of each face.

Paul Grant — Guitars and Keyboards.
Martin Murray — Mandolin, Octave Mandolin.
Frank Callery — Vocals.
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